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Abstract 

Diurnal ground surface and air temperatures (Tg, Ta) and the five major surface energy budget 

fluxes are displayed as derived from M2020 mission observations and from column model 

simulations in two extreme cases (low and high diurnal Tg-variation) along the Perseverance rover 

track in the Jezero crater. In both cases the fluxes and Tg are well modeled when using diurnally 

variable apparent ground thermal inertia I derived via a Fourier series method from the hourly 

observations. Hence the measurements, the diagnostic method and the model results are consistent  

with high- and low-I nonhomogeneous terrain in the field-of-view (FOV) of the thermal infrared 

and solar sensors. In contrast less extreme values of I consistent with THEMIS retrievals are 

necessary for good simulations of observed Ta. We deduce that the measured Tg for the small ~3 m2 

FOV may not always be representative for the larger region around the rover, which controls the 

near-surface atmospheric temperature profile. 
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Plain language summary: 

We present comparisons of hourly surface and air temperatures and solar and thermal (atmospheric) 

radiation as measured by Perseverance during quite low and quite high noon temperature. We also 

compare the observed values to those produced by a numerical model. It appears that the model can 

produce excellent simulations of radiation and the ground surface temperature, if the small 

measurement spot for the latter is assumed to be a thermally extreme and nonhomogeneous mixture 

of sand and rocks (models usually assume homogeneous ground). Less extreme soil properties, such 

as measured by satellites, are needed instead for good air temperature predictions at 1.5 m height, as 

air temperatures are controlled by larger areas of surface temperatures around the rover. These 

results are important to better interpret local measurements by Perseverance and to provide ground-

truth to satellite observations with a much greater spatial resolution. 

 

Key points: 

- MEDA-observed radiative fluxes and ground temperatures Tg are compared to model 

simulations during weak and strong diurnal variation in Tg. 

 

- Radiation and Tg are best modeled with use of diurnally variable apparent thermal inertias. 

 

- Air temperatures are best modeled with less extreme area-averaged thermal inertias. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The M2020 mission rover “Perseverance” landed onto the Jezero crater of Mars (18.36oN, 77.59oE) 

in February 2021 at the beginning of local northern hemisphere spring. Perseverance is equipped 

with the Mars Environmental Dynamics Analyzer (MEDA, Rodriguez-Manfredi et al., 2021). 

MEDA measures, among other quantities, four surface radiative fluxes and the ground surface 

temperature (Tg) via thermal infrared and solar sensors (MEDA TIRS; Sebastián et al., 2021; 

Sebastián et al., 2020; Perez-Izquierdo et al., 2018). Air temperatures at about 1.45 m height (Ta) 

are measured by three MEDA Air Temperature Sensors (ATS 1-3) and by the humidity sensor 

(MEDA HS), all located around the remote sensing mast to minimize thermal influence from the 

rover. Based mainly on these measurements and column modeling we present initial results for the 

diurnal energy exchanges at the martian surface along Perseverance’s traverse. We concentrate here 

on two contrasting early-summer periods, during which the rover was stationary. 

At any time energy is conserved at the ground surface of Mars. Hence the surface energy budget 

(SEB) can be written as follows: 

                                      G = SWD – SWU + LWD – LWU – TF – LF                                     (1) 

Here G is the net heat flux into the ground, SWD the downwelling shortwave (solar) radiation 

transmitted through the atmosphere, SWU the upwelling solar radiation reflected by the ground, 

LWD the downwelling longwave (thermal infrared, IR) radiation emitted by the overlaying 

atmosphere, LWU the upwelling longwave radiation emitted by the ground surface, TF the sensible 

heat flux associated with turbulent motions and LF the latent heat flux associated with moisture 

exchanges at the surface. Martinez et al. (2021) displayed hourly values of the SEB fluxes from the 

first 2500 solar day (sol) data of the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission on the Gale crater at 

4.6oS, the LWD there not measured, but derived as the residual in (1). In the M2020 mission LWD 

as well as SWD, SWU and LWU are directly measured by the MEDA TIRS device, providing 

novel in-situ flux validation data for atmospheric models. 

The MEDA observation-based hourly Tg, Ta, and the above four radiative fluxes are here displayed 

and results from the University of Helsinki/Finnish Meteorological Institute single-column model 

are compared to them in two extreme cases. Our aim is to reveal possible deficiencies in the model 

and to interpret the observations. Our first case at Jezero is characterized by a particularly small 

diurnal variation in observed Tg and a curious lack of a typical nocturnal temperature inversion in 

the observations. The second period displays instead quite a large diurnal range in Tg with a strong 

observed inversion. A diagnostic method to derive a diurnally varying soil thermal inertia from the 

observations is presented. Use of it improves the diurnal simulation of Tg in both cases and leads to 

an explanation for the lack of inversion.   

 

The methods, the model and data selection are briefly described in Section 2. Then the ground and 

air temperatures and the energy budgets during the two periods are considered in Sections 3-4 and 

5, respectively. Discussion is in Section 6 and our conclusions are given in Section 7. 

 

2. Methods, model and data selection 

Values of the daytime dust visual opacity vis (derived from the MastCam-Z instrument), the mean 

surface pressure p, noon albedo  and the hourly values of Tg, Ta and the surface radiative fluxes of 

(1) are here obtained from the M2020 mission observations as presented with their error bars in 

Martínez et al. (2022; this issue). G can then be estimated from eq. (1) as the observed radiation 

balance, by discarding the small TF (a few % of G) and the tiny LF (< 0.1 Wm-2).  
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G may also be obtained, as in Savijärvi et al. (2022), by first Fourier analyzing the diurnal cycle of 

hourly Tg. For hour h = 0, 1, 2, … , 23 the nonaliased Fourier series of Tg(h)   

                                           𝑇𝑔(ℎ) = 𝑇𝑚 +  Σ𝑛=1
10 (𝐴𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑥) + 𝐵𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥))                                   

(where Tm  is the diurnal mean and x = n  2h/24) reproduces the observed hourly values typically 

within ±0.1 K at any sol. Each Fourier wave Tgn(t) as the top boundary condition forces in the linear 

soil thermal diffusion equation (with constant thermal conductivity , volume heat capacity c and 

thermal inertia I = (c)1/2) a known damped and delayed wave solution Tn(t,z) into the soil. Setting 

these to G = -(z)z=0  leads via analytic differentiation and summing to: 

         𝐺(ℎ) = 𝐼 ∙  Σ𝑛=1
10 [𝐶𝑛(𝐴𝑛(𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑥) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑥)) + 𝐵𝑛(𝑐𝑜𝑠 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑥)))] = 𝐼 ∙ 𝑆(ℎ)                (2) 

where Cn = (n./D)1/2, D = 88775 s (Mars sol length), and S(h) is the sum in (2). For constant 

thermal inertia I the resulting G(h) is similar to a high-resolution numerical solution to the same 

problem (such as e.g. in Martinez et al., 2021). A benefit of (2) is that approximate hourly values 

for apparent I can now be obtained by substituting (2) into Eq. (1), and then solving for I(h); I(h) = 

(SWD – SWU  + LWD – LWU )/S(h) (thus discarding the small TF and LF) and inserting the four 

observed hourly radiation fluxes. The resulting data-based diurnally variable values for apparent 

I(h) are associated with changes in G(t) as the thermal wave propagates down into inhomogeneous 

soil. These diagnostic values of I(h) may be compared with the physical-computational results of 

Putzig and Mellon (2007) for apparent I(h) in horizontally inhomogeneous soil. The variable I(h) 

can also be used in models by interpolating linearly between the hourly values of I at each time 

step. Here we limit I(h) to 0.3…1.3 of the respective constant I for each sol, as near-zero values of 

G(h) and S(h) in midmorning and midafternoon may lead to arbitrary values of I(h). 

Our University of Helsinki/Finnish Meteorological Institute adsorptive Single-Column Model 

(SCM) is a hydrostatic model without advections, forced by geostrophic wind (here 10 m/s) and 

varying Tg. With surface roughness length of 1 cm it provides here winds at 1.5 m of ~5 ms-1 at 

daytime and ~1.5 ms-1 at night, in line with measurements from MEDA’s wind sensor (Newman et 

al., 2022). Parameterizations for radiation, moist physics and the stability- and wind-dependent 

local turbulence produce the model’s six right-hand-side fluxes of (1), the sum-G then driving soil 

thermal diffusion in eight soil points at optimized nondimensional depths (Savijärvi and Määttänen, 

2010, Savijärvi et al., 2016). There are 29 air grid points up to 40 km height, the lowest being at 0.3, 

0.7 and 1.45 m heights. Solar radiation takes into account CO2 and dust via a modified delta-two-

stream scheme with dust single-scattering albedo of 0.90 and asymmetry parameter of 0.70 

(Savijärvi et al., 2005; Chen-Chen et al., 2021). Local slope effects on SWD are included as in 

Savijärvi et al. (2022) using the current yaw, pitch and roll of the rover. Thermal radiation is 

calculated via a fast emissivity method for CO2, H2O and dust, with the dust-vis/IR ratio optimized 

to 2.0 for the upwelling, 4.0 for the downwelling LW fluxes at each height (Savijärvi et al., 2020a).  

The model is initialized from a realistic temperature profile with dust and moisture vertically well-

mixed. It is then run to sol 3, whereby it has spun up to a repeating diurnal cycle of temperatures, 

winds and moistures. These sol-3 values are then compared with the observation-based values, the 

model’s quoted accuracy based later on mostly on fits by eye based on the figures.  Moistures are 

not discussed here as LF is insignificantly small in the present cases (model-LF < 0.1 Wm-2). Thus 

LF has no practical impact on Tg through (1). Initial MEDA moisture measurements and SCM 

simulations are presented in Polkko et al. (2022; this issue). 

Fig. 1 shows observed Tg for sols 75-240. A particularly low diurnal variation in Tg is seen at sols 

138-152, and a high variation at sols 181-199. The rover was stationary during these periods, the 
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first period being near aphelion (Ls 71o) and the second near the northern summer solstice (Ls 90o). 

The two locations along the Perseverance track are marked to Fig. 2, which also displays thermal 

inertias estimated from THEMIS retrievals in ~100 m × 100 m resolution in the Jezero area. The 

THEMIS inertias appear to be typically in the range of 300-400 J m-2 K-1 s-1/2 (SI units, units 

omitted hereafter) along the rover track. 

 

3. Results:  Sol 143; low diurnal variation in observed Tg 

During sols 138-152 (Ls 70o-76o) the rover was stationary with mean observed surface pressure p 

being about 7.5 mb, vis about 0.40 and noon albedo  about 0.14. Fig. 3 displays the MEDA-

observed values of Tg during sol 143 (stars), the other sols being very similar (Fig. 1). The indicated 

accuracy for Tg is here from ±0.37 K at midnight to ±0.45 K at midday. Shown are also three SCM 

simulations for Ls of 72o (lines) with the above observed p, vis, and . The simulation with a 

constant high thermal inertia I of 600 (thick dashes) reproduces the observed minima and maxima 

of Tg and the phase fairly well. However, it displays a moderate cold bias of 5-7 K during 

midmorning. The simulation with a lower THEMIS-indicated I of 350 (dots) shows a large 

difference to the Tg -data, with a cold night-time bias of 10 K and a warm bias at noon of 17 K; it is 

shown here for comparison and for later reference. The simulation with a diurnally variable 

apparent I (thin solid line) is instead nonbiased at all hours. This will be commented below.  

Fig. 4 shows the measured diurnal surface energy budget for sol 143. It displays the four novel 

MEDA-observed radiation fluxes and G as the radiation balance (symbols). Shown are also the 

same fluxes from the SCM simulation with the variable I (thin solid lines). All four radiation fluxes 

appear to be quite well simulated. Largest discrepancies occur in SWD (and hence also in G) near 

sunrise and sunset. LWD is smooth and small. The observed radiation fluxes and model results are 

nearly identical also during the other sols of the period. The good match of the observed and 

modeled SWD and LWD means that the model’s internal parameters and its fast broadband 

methods are adequate in representing the complex scattering, absorption and emission of airborne 

dust. 

Dashed line in Fig. 4 is the turbulent sensible heat flux (TF) from the simulation. It is small 

(because of small density of air), only about 12 Wm-2 during the highly convective midday, and 

around -1 Wm-2 during the stable and calm night. Hence G as a radiation balance is here a good 

approximation. When this is applied to get the apparent hourly I(h) from the data via the Fourier Tg-

method described in section 2, the result is Fig. 5. Here I is about 600 during late evening and night 

but drops suddenly to below 300 after sunrise; then increases to about 700 by 1500 local mean solar 

time (LMST), dropping again temporarily at 1600 LMST. Similar behavior of apparent I(h) was 

seen in Putzig and Mellon’s (2007) experiments for horizontal mixtures of low-I and high-I soil. 

The physical explanation is that after sunrise the low-I materials of the top regolith (e.g. fine sands 

and dust) warm up very rapidly in the increasing sunshine, dominating in apparent I, whereas the 

high-I materials (rocks, bedrock) warm up more slowly, dominating the apparent I in the early 

afternoon. Likewise, when G turns negative at about 1600 LMST (Fig. 3), the low-I fractions begin 

to cool down rapidly, leading temporarily to a low apparent I, the slower and warmer high-I 

materials dominating the apparent I later on. The average I in Fig. 5 (dashed line) is 562, not far 

from the constant value of 600, which produced a good Tg-simulation in Fig. 3, although with a 

cold bias of ~5 K in midmorning as an indication of too high I. 

When this diagnostic apparent I(h) (thin line of Fig. 5) is used in the simulation, a good match with 

the observed Tg is obtained (thin line in Fig. 3). In particular the cold morning bias of the constant-I 

simulation is gone. The heterogeneous regolith in the field-of-view of the MEDA-TIRS sensors for 
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Tg and LWU thus appears to consist here mainly of high-I bedrock, with some contribution from 

fine sands. Such a mixture explains the diurnal variation of the apparent thermal inertia and also the 

cold morning bias in the constant-inertia Tg-simulation. Fig. 6 reveals that the small ~3 m2 area of 

the TIRS downscan indeed consists here mainly of fractured bedrock slabs, with sand in between. 

However, this high-I bedrock-dominated spot may not represent the typical ground around the 

rover, as can clearly be seen in Fig. 6. This is discussed further in the next section. 

 

4. Air temperatures on sol 143 

Fig. 7 shows the hourly air temperatures (Ta) for sol 143 as measured by ATS1, ATS2, ATS3 and 

HS at about 1.45 m height. (The ATS1-5 and HS observations are described and discussed in detail 

in Munguira et al. (2022; this issue) and Polkko et al. (2022; this issue)). Scatter in these 

observations is large during the turbulent afternoon, but together they do indicate the typical diurnal 

cycle of observed Ts for this sol. Fig. 7 also displays T at 1.45 m from the simulation with I = 350 

(thick line) and with the variable apparent I(h) (thin line). The latter produced the good simulation 

for Tg. in Fig. 3 but here the I = 350 simulation (thick line) is much more consistent with 

observations of Ta, especially at night. Crosses in Fig. 7 are the observed ground temperatures from 

Fig. 3. They are, curiously, much warmer than the observed air temperatures during the night, 

whereas a strong nocturnal inversion (Tg < Ta) is typical for Mars, due to the strong net cooling of 

the ground (G << 0, Fig. 4). 

Fig. 8 concentrates on the 0000-0600 LMST night period, adding values of model-Tg. The I = 350 

simulation (thick line) fits within the observed Ta fairly well and provides a typical inversion (Tg 3-

4 K < T1.5m) during the night, but its Tg (thick dashes) is much too cold compared to observed Tg. 

In strong contrast, the simulation with I = var (thin dashes) reproduces the Tg-observations much 

better and provides a typical inversion of 2-3 K, but its Ta (thin line) is much too warm compared to 

observed Ta. 

We interpret this inversion problem as follows: The small (~3 m2) field of view (FOV) of the TIRS 

downscans for Tg and LWU provides here good-quality retrievals for these variables. Hence also 

the model, when using constant I and I(h) derived using them, is able to simulate the observed Tg 

fairly well. However, the small FOV landed here on a bedrock-dominated spot (Fig. 6). This may 

not represent the typical regolith around the rover, which largely controls the air temperatures. The 

effective (area-averaged) I is hence better obtained here by fitting model’s Ta to observed Ta, as in 

Fig. 7, instead of fitting Tg. The resulting value, I ~ 350, is consistent with the large-area THEMIS 

estimate for this location (Fig. 2).  

 

5. Results for sols 189; high diurnal variation in observed Tg 

Perseverance was stationary with consistently high and repetitive diurnal Tg-variation on sols 181-

199 at Ls 89o-98o (Fig. 1). The observed mean p was about 7.1 mb, vis about 0.45 and  about 0.12. 

Fig. 9 shows the MEDA-observed Tg on sol 189 with a high diurnal range of 191-277 K. The 

indicated accuracy for Tg is here from ±0.39 K at midnight to ±0.63 K at midday. Shown are also 

SCM simulations with the above three main parameter values for Ls 92.5o, using three thermal 

inertias. From these I = 350 slightly underestimates the observed Tg-range. Use of I = 290 provides 

here a better simulation, being however too cold in midmorning. Use of apparent variable I 

produces the best simulation for Tg, except at 0600 LMST. 

The measured diurnal surface energy budget for sol 189 (Fig. 10) is broadly similar to that of sol 

143 (Fig. 3), but G is now much lower in midmorning, as LWU is high, due to the high Tg. The 
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model’s SEB fluxes are relatively accurate, except for SWD and G at 0600 LMST. Here the MEDA 

SWD sensor was not functioning at 0600 LMST in the high-gain mode necessary to measure the 

low fluxes near the sunrise. Hence the observed SWD and the observation-based radiation balance 

G are biased at this hour, and so is the G-based apparent I(h). This explains the inaccuracy of Tg at 

0600 LMST in the var-I simulation of Fig. 9. 

The behavior of var-I (I(h), Fig. 11) is here broadly similar to that in Fig. 4 but the values are much 

smaller, the diurnal mean being 280. The I(h)-minima at 0600 and 1500 LMST and the increase 

from 0600 to 1400 LMST again indicate some heterogeneity. The quite homogeneous-looking 

sandy regolith in the TIRS downscan area for Tg (Fig. 12, inlet) thus appears to include 

contributions from finer and coarser materials. 

Fig. 13 presents measurements of Tg and Ta for sol 189 (symbols), together with T at 1.5 m height 

from SCM with I = 350 and with the variable I (curves). The scatter in the hourly Ta-observations is 

again large in the convective afternoon, the I = 350 simulation providing a slightly better fit to the 

cloud of observations. Here the nocturnal inversion is quite strong in the observations, opposite to 

the sol 140-150 case. The 0000-0600 LMST period is enlarged into Fig. 14, also including the two 

SCM simulations of Tg. From Fig. 14 it is seen that I = 350 (thick lines) provides a good simulation 

for Ta but a bad one for Tg, and vice versa for I = var (~290, thin lines). The inversion (Ta-Tg) is 

weaker in the simulation with the higher I of 350, as can be expected. 

This case is hence opposite to that in sols 138-152. The TIRS downscan FOV now falls on a sandy 

spot on the regolith next to the rover, leading to a low estimated thermal inertia of ~280 with some 

heterogeneity. The nocturnal inversion as based on observations of Ta and Tg is therefore slightly 

stronger than a typical inversion. The Ta observations suggest, by model fits, a generally higher 

area-average thermal inertia of ~350 for this site. This slightly higher value agrees with the 

THEMIS retrieval (Fig. 2) for the location, which appears to be on sandy low-I regolith with 

scattered higher-I rocks, as seen in Fig. 12. 

 

6. Discussion 

The good match between the measured and simulated values of Tg and the surface energy budget 

terms suggests that 1) MEDA’s measurements are robust and fairly accurate, and 2), the column 

model and its input and internal parameter values would also appear to be relatively accurate. 

Occasional mismatches might be used to check the data or the model; for instance a temporary 

saturation of the SWD sensor was noticeable at 0600 LMST in Fig. 10. On the other hand the sky-

viewing MEDA sensors for SWD and LWD are not sensitive to the ground around the rover (except 

for rover slope and ground slope effects), unlike SWU, LWU and Tg, which are derived from 

sensors scanning a small (~3 m2) field-of-view area of the ground about 4 m away from the rover 

(Rodriguez-Manfredi et al., 2021). 

Hourly values for apparent thermal inertia I(h) could here be estimated from the hourly 

measurements of the radiation fluxes and Tg via the diagnostic Fourier method described in section 

2. Diurnally varying values of I indicate inhomogeneity in the ground (Putzig and Mellon, 2007). 

Hence this method can be used to chart the ground heterogeneity in the FOV area for any sol, where 

the rover is stationary, by using solely the hourly MEDA observations along the Perseverance track.  

Use of these hourly thermal inertias in the model then led to improved predictions for Tg, thus 

mutually validating the MEDA measurements, the Fourier method, the resulting values of I(h), and 

the model. In particular, the cold morning bias, which has plagued constant-I simulations of Tg (e.g. 

Hamilton et al., 2014; Vasavada et al., 2017) then disappears, as was already shown for some MSL 
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cases in Savijärvi et al. (2022). Hence a systematic cold morning bias in Tg (or Ta) in any model 

simulation, which uses a diurnally constant I, could alternatively be used to indicate the degree of 

heterogeneity of the ground, if the Fourier method cannot be applied.  

A more physical way to represent the heterogeneity and to study the properties of the soil would be 

to use a tile method in the model (combining soil columns of e.g. sand and rock, as e.g. in Putzig 

and Mellon (2007) and Vasavada et al. (2017)). The diagnostic values of I(h) may be of guidance 

for that. This is left for future, as the SCM is not yet equipped for the tile method. 

However, the small TIRS field of view of the ground may not always represent the typical soil 

around the rover, which controls the area-averaged Tg and thereby the air temperatures. This 

became clear in comparing here the two extreme cases of low and high diurnal Tg-variation. The 

derived I-values were, respectively, around 600 and 280, producing good simulations for Tg. 

Instead, thermal inertia had to be about 350 in both cases, for good simulations of the respective 

observed air temperature Ta. These less extreme I-values are close to those obtained for the 

respective sites by the orbit-based THEMIS retrievals. Hence, if an effective (“average”) local value 

for the ground thermal inertia is needed from lander data, this should be estimated rather by model 

fits to observed air temperatures (as done in Figs. 7 and 13) than by fits to observed Tg.  

The small FOV may also explain at least partly the nocturnal inversion problems in the MEDA 

data. In our case of low diurnal Tg-range (indicating high I), the observed Tg was warmer than  

observed Ta during the night (hence no inversion!). In such cases the FOV may lie mainly on 

exposed bedrock of high I; possibly not representative of the overall I of the environment that 

determines Ta. Thus Tg could be relatively high at night on such a spot and much higher than in the 

rapidly cooling sandy environment.  

 

In our opposite case of high diurnal Tg-range the observation-based nocturnal inversion was even 

stronger than expected. The FOV was located here on a sandy low-I portion of the regolith. The 

small FOV is thus both a blessing and a curse: it provides for quite accurate ground measurements, 

but these may only represent the small FOV area and may not hold more generally. 

   

7. Summary and concluding remarks 

We displayed here the diurnal MEDA-observed ground and air temperatures and the measured 

surface energy budget fluxes during two contrasting periods along the Perseverance track in the 

Jezero crater, and compared the UH/FMI single-column model (SCM) predictions to them. The 

periods were characterized by particularly low and high ranges in diurnal Tg, the rover being 

stationary. 

The low-range period (Tg 204-260 K) was on sols 138-152 (Ls 70o-76o). Here Tg and the SEB fluxes 

were moderately well simulated, albeit Tg with a cold morning bias, when using a high constant 

thermal inertia I of 600 for the ground. A better, nonbiased simulation for Tg was obtained when 

using observation-based hourly values for apparent I(h) from a diagnostic Fourier series method 

described in Section 2. In strong contrast, for near-accurate simulations of the measured air 

temperatures Ta at ~1.5 m height, a much lower I of 350 (i.e. values of I typical of the large-scale 

environment as observed from orbit) was necessary instead. The model’s nocturnal inversion (Tg 3-

4 K < Ta) was then typical for Mars, whereas there was no inversion at all in the observed Tg and 

Ta. 

We suspect that the small downscan MEDA TIRS field-of-view for sensors of Tg and LWU landed 

here onto a bedrock-dominated high-I spot, and I ~ 350 therefore better represents the typical 
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regolith around the rover. This lower value is also supported by THEMIS retrieval for the site. The 

typical area-averaged constant I is hence obtainable by model fits to diurnally observed lander-Ta 

rather than to the lander-observed Tg. On the other hand the diurnally variable apparent I(h) from 

the diagnostic Fourier method can indicate ground heterogeneities in the small TIRS downscan 

FOV area for any sol where the rover is stationary and its hourly TIRS observations are complete 

and error-free.  

The high-range Tg-period (191–277 K) covered sols 181-199 (Ls 89o-98o) just after the northern 

summer solstice. Here good simulations of Tg and the SEB fluxes were obtained with a low 

constant I of 290, and again, even better nonbiased simulations for Tg, when using the diagnostic 

diurnally variable apparent I(h). The best model fit to observed Ta was obtained instead for a 

slightly higher I of 350. This value of I also agrees with the THEMIS estimate at this site, so 

presumably the small FOV of the Tg device was located here on a sandy low-I spot. Consistently, 

the nocturnal inversion is here slightly stronger in the observations of Tg and Ta than in the model 

with the slightly higher I. 
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Fig. 1. MEDA-observed surface temperatures Tg (K) for sols 75-240. Note a low diurnal variation 

during sols 138-152, and a high variation at sols 181-199. The rover was stationary during these 

two periods. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Perseverance track and thermal inertia values I (J m-2 K-1 s-1/2) as retrieved from THEMIS. 

The eastern star is at sols 138-152, the western at sols 181-199, with I at both sites ~350 SI units. 
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Fig. 3.  MEDA-observed Tg for sol 143 (symbols), and Tg from SCM simulations (lines) for ground 

thermal inertia I of 600 and 350 SI units, and for the diurnally variable apparent I (I = var, from Fig. 

5). The I = var simulation (thin line) is good, the I = 600 simulation shows a cold bias during the 

morning hours. The I = 350 simulations is not so good for Tg. 

 

 

 

  
 

Fig. 4. Surface energy fluxes from MEDA observations for sol 143 (symbols), and from the SCM 

simulation with the variable thermal inertia (solid lines). Dashed line is the model’s turbulent sensi-

ble heat flux TF. Observed net heat flux into the ground G is estimated here as the radiation balance 

(G = SWD+LWD-SWU-LWU), as TF is very small.  
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Fig. 5. The hourly variable apparent thermal inertia (var-I) for sol 143 as calculated from observed 

Tg and the radiation balance via the Fourier method described in section 2. This I(h) produces the 

good SCM simulations in Figs. 3 and 4. Dashed line (I = 562) is the diurnal mean. 

 

 

 

 

          
 

 

 

Fig. 6. The ground around Perseverance on sol 143. The small field of view (~3 m2) of the MEDA 

ground-viewing sensors is in the inlet. It consists mainly of exposed bedrock, whereas the site 

around the rover appears to be mainly of sandy regolith. 
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Fig. 7. Air temperatures at ~1.45 m height for sol 143 from MEDA ATS and HS (symbols), and 

from SCM simulations (lines) for I = var (~600) and for I = 350. Observed Tg is also shown.  

 

 
Fig. 8. The nocturnal 0000-0006 LMST period of Fig. 7 enlarged, with simulated Tg (dashed) 

added. The two SCM simulations indicate a typical inversion, I = 350 better matching with the 

measurements of air-T, and I = var with those of Tg. Observed values do not indicate any inversion. 
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Fig. 9. Observed Tg for sol 189 (symbols), and Tg from SCM simulations (lines) for ground thermal 

inertia I of 290 and 350 SI units, and for the diurnally variable apparent I of Fig. 11. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10.  As Fig. 3, but for sol 189. The SWD sensor is here saturated at 0600 LMST and hence the 

observation-based G (the radiation balance) is inaccurate at this hour. 
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Fig. 11. As Fig. 4 but for sol 189. Dashed line is the diurnal mean (280). 

 

 

 

              
 

Fig. 12. The ground around Perseverance on sol 189. The small field of view of the ground-viewing 

sensor is in the inlet. The FOV consists here of quite smooth sand with a visible rover track, 

whereas the scenery around the rover appears in general to be sandy regolith with some rocks. 
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Fig. 13. Air temperatures at 1.5 m height for sol 189 from MEDA ATS and HS (symbols), and from 

SCM simulations (curves) for I = 350 and for I = variable, ~290. I = 350 provides the better fit with 

observed air-T. Observed Tg is shown for comparison. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. As Fig, 8 but for sol 189. Here the observed inversion is stronger than normal, the I = 350 

simulation again producing a good fit to measured air-T and the var-I simulation to measured Tg. 

 

 


